LIMA AND CUSCO - Main program - 6 days / 5 nights
DAY 01 LIMA
Arrive in Lima. Transfer to selected hotel. Rest of the day at leisure.
Lima, the capital and largest city in Peru, was founded by Spanish conquistador Francisco Pizarro in 1535, as the “City of Kings”. It
is on a desert coast facing the Pacific Ocean. With a population of 9 million, Lima has become a bustling metropolis with a mixture
of colonial houses and modern buildings, beautiful parks and bohemian bars. Lima’s historic center was declared World Heritage
by UNESCO in1988 because of the many historic buildings dating from Spanish colonial times as the monumental Plaza Mayor,
the Cathedral, the Presidential Palace and the catacombs of the Convent of San Francisco. San Isidro is an elegant neighborhood
where most embassies have their offices. Miraflores, primarily a commercial area, is the district where you will find most of the
hotels and restaurants. Lima is known as the gastronomic capital of the Americas with its Creole cuisine (Peruvian food), Chifas
(Chinese food), Cebicherias (seafood) and Pollerias (grilled chicken). The climate is temperate and humid. Temperatures rarely
fall below 12°C or rise above 29°C throughout the year.
DAY 02 LIMA / CUSCO
Transfer to the airport for the flight to Cusco. Upon arrival transfer to selected hotel. Rest of the morning at leisure.
Cusco was the capital of the Incan Empire and a very important city during colonial times, Cusco holds a mixed architecture: mansions and monuments with Incan walls and colonial balconies. At 3400 meters above sea level, Cusco is a city which invites the
visitors to walk through the narrow streets with houses with red roof tiles and lots of art crafts shops. Located 70 minutes by plane
from Lima or 8-9 hours by car or train from Puno, Cusco is the gateway to visit the legendary Machu Picchu or do several other
excursions like classic tours, adventure trails, specialized or living tourism.
Afternoon city tour including the surrounding ruins.
You will visit the centre of Cusco, with a professional guide. The Cathedral is one of the amazing buildings you will appreciate
(is built in a Baroque style and has paintings of the Cusquenian School) and the temple of Qoricancha. Also will visit the fortress
of Sacsayhuaman, located on a mountain overlooking Cusco. Sacsayhuaman, is an Inca construction made of large dry-stones
walls, carefully cut to fit together tightly without mortar. Sacsayhuaman, is a huge, stunning site which holds the Temple of the Sun,
where the head of the Puma of Cusco is located.
Also visit Qenqo, a temple known as a Labyrinth. Qenqo is a unique center of celebrations and astronomical studies. It has numerous ceremonial carvings, holes and canals cut into the rock. One of its features is a semi-natural underground
chamber.
Pucapucara is another of the visits. This fort is made of large walls, terraces, and staircases and was part of defense of Cusco in
particular and the Inca Empire in general.
You will go to the archeological site of Tambomachay, also known as “The Inca’s Bath”. It consists of a series of aqueducts, canals
and waterfalls that runs through the terraced rocks. The function of the site is uncertain: it may have served as a military outpost
guarding the approaches to Cusco, as a spa resort for the Incan political elite, or both.
Overnight. (B)
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DAY 03 CUSCO / URUBAMBA / CUSCO
Full day excursion to the Sacred Valley of Urubamba to visit the village of Pisac and its colorful market. After lunch visit Ollantaytambo fortress. Return to Cusco for overnight. (B/L)
Located at 2800 meters above sea level, beautiful colonial towns that reflect their miscegenation in architecture, art and living culture
can be appreciated.
DAY 04 CUSCO / MACHU PICCHU / CUSCO
Early transfer to the station on time to catch the train to Machu Picchu. Upon arrival to Aguas Calientes, bus transportation to the
entrance of the ruins where the guided tour of the Lost City will start. Buffet lunch at a local restaurant before returning to Cusco and
to the hotel.
Overnight. (B/L)
Considered one of the new wonders of the world, offers to all visitors a unique experience. The Incan citadel at 2400 m. is located at
the top of a mountain and can be reached only by train to Aguas Calientes and then bus or, by foot doing the Inca Trail.
DAY 05 CUSCO / LIMA
Transfer to the airport for the flight back to Lima. Upon arrival transfer to selected hotel. Afternoon city tour including the historical
centre of Lima: the Cathedral, the San Francisco Convent and the residential districts of San Isidro and Miraflores.
Overnight. (B)
DAY 06 LIMA/HOMEBOUND OR EXTENSIONS
Transfer to the airport for your flight back home or continue with extensions. (B)
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AREQUIPA, THE WHITE CITY

3 days / 2 nights

DAY 01, AREQUIPA
Arrival at the airport of Arequipa, assistance and transfer to selected hotel. In the afternoon, visit the city. It starts with the Santa Catalina convent which was built at the end of the 17TH century and opened to the public in recent years. Continue to the
Cathedral, the cloisters of the Jesuits and the residential areas of Cayma and Yanahuara viewpoint from where you can enjoy a
wonderful view of the city and volcanoes.
Overnight.
Arequipa is a colonial city that was founded at the foot of three volcanoes (Misti, Picchu Picchu Chachani) at an altitude of 2,335
meters above sea level. This beautiful town is built almost entirely of “sillar”, a kind of white volcanic stone. So Arequipa is called
the white city. Arequipa, the second largest city of Peru, is well known throughout the country and around the world for their traditional “Picanterías”, where meals are tasty and very substantial, with traditional flavors and fresh, cooked in willow. The climate is
warm and dry throughout the year. Arequipa has day time temperatures rarely under 20°C (68°F). However, at night, temperatures
can fall sharply, especially in June, July and August can exceed 10°C to 5°C.
DAY 02 AREQUIPA / COLCA
Depart to a day trip to the Colca Valley. This journey is impressive, not only because of the beautiful scenery and the thermal
baths that can be seen, also due to the cultural symbiosis of ancient Andean cultures and the Catholic religion introduced by the
Spaniards. People, who live in the Valley and the cultures of the Collaguas and the Cabanas, are testimony to this history. In the
morning you will depart from Arequipa and depart towards the Valley. On the road, you will pass by Yura, Arrieros Pampa, Pampa
Cañahuas (where you will find the national reserve of Aguada Blanca of Vicuña), Vizcachani and Tojra (all year round you can
see here a wide variety of birds, resting in the so called “bofedales”, a species of swamp). Small stone towers called “apachetas”,
which have thus assembled by locals as an offering to the “Apus” or the mountains of ancient Andean religion will be on the road
next to the impressive landscape with several snow-capped volcanoes. At the entrance of the Colca Canyon, lies Chivay, it’s most
important city, where you will have lunch. Accommodation in selected hotel.
Overnight. (B/L)
DAY 03 COLCA / PUNO
In the morning departure to the point of observation “Cross of the Condor”, from where you can appreciate the greatness of the
barrel and with a little luck, could even appreciate the Condor, the world’s largest flying bird in flight. Subsequently, transport to
Puno. (B)
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NASCA Y PARACAS - 3 days / 2 nights
DAY 01 LIMA / NASCA
Transfer to the bus terminal. Departure from Lima in regular service bus to Nasca along the highway South Panamerica. Arrive in 7
hours.
Overnight.
DAY 02 NASCA / PARACAS
In the morning over flight to see the famous Lines of Nasca and printed designs of the Pampa of San José (30 minutes flight). Different huge geometric figures could be seen from the sky such as: animals, plants, birds and straight lines across the desert over
many miles in all directions. The truly origin of these Lines and figures are unknown, however among the theories handled it is said
that it was made by aliens other studies support that those lines were made in order to make religious rituals at important dates for
the Nazca people. In the afternoon, leave the peninsula of Paracas.
Overnight. (B)
DAY 03 PARACAS / LIMA
In the morning excursion to the Ballestas islands (about 2 hours and a half). During this trip you will be able to see diverse marine
life like Penguin of Humboldt or Child Bird (unique species of penguin in Peru), birds like pelicans, piqueros or flamencos. Among
the marine animals you will find sea lions that are lying restfully on the rocky beaches. On the way back you can see at distance the
famous “Candelabra” a geoglifo (canals and lines engraved on the rock) in an area of 120 meters, named also the Three Crosses or
Trident. Transportation in a regular bus to Lima. (B)
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PUERTO MALDONADO - 3 days / 2 nights

DAY 01

PUERTO MALDONADO

Upon arrival in Puerto Maldonado and after a brief city tour, embark in small canoes and navigation to selected Lodge, where you
will observe the alligators, turtles, herons and other animals. Arriving to the Lodge, settle in your bungalows and lunch. Activities
with the lodge where you can appreciate fauna, flora and amazing landscapes, as well as the amazing sunset in the jungle. Return
to the lodge.
Overnight. (L/D)
Only 30 minutes by air from Cusco, ideal for those with little time but want to experience the tropics. The city of Puerto Maldonado
was built at the confluence of the Tambopata and Madre de Dios rivers. All Lodges have their own programs and speed for the
transport ships. The climate is hot and humid at all times. The average annual temperature is 26 ° C (79 ° F) in the months of
August and September, the warmest and rainfall annual exceeds the 1,000 millimeters (3.3 feet).
DAY 02

PUERTO MALDONADO

Day dedicated to explore the jungle by boat or/and by walking tours. Activities with the lodge. Overnight. (B/LD)
DAY 03

PUERTO MALDONADO

Return to Puerto Maldonado by boat and immediate transfer to the airport for the flight to Lima or Cusco. (B)
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PUNO AND LAKE TITICACA - 3 days / 2 nights

DAY 01 CUSCO / PUNO
Departure to Puno in a touristic bus, on route you will visit the town of Andahuaylillas. It is situated at 3,122 m.above sea level
and at 22 miles southern of Cusco, province of Quispicanchi, this province is special for its beautiful landscapes and convenient
microclimate to crop corn, vegetables and fruit trees. You could see its church known as “The Sistine Chapel of America” it was
built in plane Doric style with many frescos covering its walls and decorated altars in gold leaves. Later, you will visit the complex
of Raqchi, situated in the Province of Chanchis at 3460 m. above sea level, characterized by its peculiar and splendid architecture. It is a very particular Inca construction. The presence of the Temple of Wiraqocha is remarkable, according to the tradition it
was sent to build by the Inca Wiraqocha honoring to Andean gods: Apu Kon Titi Wiraqocha. Arrive to Puno at night and transfer to
selected hotel. Lunch on the way is included.
Overnight. (L)
Lake Titicaca is 3800 meters above sea level. The majesty of the lake and the mixture of races: Quechua, Aymara and Spanish,
makes the area a truly mystic place. Puno has been named the “Capital folklórica del Perú” (folkloric capital of Peru) from the
wealth of its artistic and cultural expressions, particularly dance. They are most notable during the celebrations of the Feast of the
“Virgen de la Candelaria” and the Regional Competition of Autochthonous Dances.
DAY 02 PUNO
A full day excursion on trip boat (around 3 hours) to Taquile, an island that has preserved very well its culture and ethnic values
as well as their traditions and textile handcrafting. People from this ancestral community, are very hardworking and welcoming.
Nowadays, its economy it is based on fishing, agriculture of the Andean potato and tourism. On the way back a mandatory stop on
the amazing floating islands of the Uros. It is a group of 40 big floating islands made of totora, living as their ancestors did, keeping
their traditions and believes. Lunch included.
Overnight. (B/L)
DAY 03 PUNO / JULIACA
Transfer to Juliaca’s airport. (B)
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THE MOCHICA AND CHIMU EMPIRES - 3 days / 2 nights
DAY 01 TRUJILLO
Upon arrival in Trujillo, meet and transfer to selected hotel.
Colonial city located 560 Km. from Lima, connected by a good highway with the capital. During pre-Columbian times, Trujillo was
inhabited by the Mochica and Chimu civilizations. Remains of both cultures are in this area. The city of “The Eternal Spring”, as
it’ s known, is also the capital of the Marinera (typical coastal dance) and the cradle of breeding Peruvian Paso horses. Beaches
near Trujillo are ideal for visitors, not only because of their excellent meals based on fish, but also the opportunities to experience adventure sports and connect with tradition.
Overnight.
DAY 02 TRUJILLO
City tour including the Pyramids of the Sun and the Moon, extraordinary example of architecture of the Old Mochicas. Lunch at
Huanchaco fishing village where you will be able to appreciate the fantastic “Caballitos de Totora” (made of totora reed). In the
afternoon visit Chan Chan, the capital of the Chimu empire and the largest complex of adobe in America pre-Hispanic whose
heyday occurred between the XII and XIV centuries.
Overnight. (B/L)
DAY 03 TRUJILLO / CHICLAYO / LIMA
Early departure by private car headed to Chiclayo. En route stopover at El Brujo archaeological complex where you can appreciate their fabulous polychrome adobe walls. Upon arrival to Chiclayo area visit the Museum of Sican whichi exposes a variety of
piece founded in the tomb of this emperor. Lunch at local restaurant before going to the Tumbas Reales Museum, which exhibits
all pieces founded en Huaca Rajada (where the important Sir Sipan was buried). Museums closed on Mondays. Tour ends at
the airport to take flight to Lima. (B/L)
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SOUTH AMERICA PROGRAM
DAY 01 BUENOS AIRES
Arrival and transfer to NH CRILLON *hotel or similar.
Overnight .
DAY 02 BUENOS AIRES
12:00 City tour through Buenos Aires, visiting Plaza de Mayo, Casa Rosada, the Metropolitan Cathedral, and the Cabildo.
Then you will arrive to La Boca neighbourhood to walk around Caminito Street and see how the first immigrants who arrived in
Buenos Aires used to live. Little stop for lunch (on your own).
19:00 Transfer to La Ventana restaurant or similar for a dinner with tango show.
Return to the hotel
Overnight. (BB/D)
DAY 03 BUENOS AIRES
09:00 Excursion to the Delta del Tigre: a few minutes from downtown, an incredible landscape. A wonderful drive out of the city
through the northern residential districts, along some of the most elegant areas in the outskirts: Vicente Lopez, Olivos, where the
President’s Residence is located, Acassuso, La Lucila and especially San Isidro with its splendid gothic Cathedral. Continue to Tigre
Station to continue the tour a typical motorboat along the Parana River Delta surrounded by exuberant vegetation. Afternoon at
leisure.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 04 BUENOS AIRES / BARILOCHE
07:30 Transfer to the airport to take flight to Bariloche. Arrival and transfer to CACIQUE IÑACAYAL hotel or similar,
In the afternoon, half day tour ¨Circuito Chico and Campanario Hill. The tour starts in the city of San Carlos de Bariloche along the
Ezequiel Bustillo Avenue, along Nahuel Huapi Lake; you will enjoy different landscapes to end up reaching the Campanario hill.
There is a cable chair up to the peak, from where you can appreciate one of the most beautiful views of the region. Continuing the
trip, you will reach the Llao Llao. Over there you can find the international hotel of the same name and the San Eduardo chapel,
some architectural gems of the region and above the Nahuel Huapi Lake it is also found Puerto Pañuelo. Later, reach the Panoramic
point, a natural balcony that allow you to enjoy an spectacular view of the Moreno lake and the Llao Llao Peninsula.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel. (BB/D)
DAY 05 BARILOCHE
Full day excursion to the Nahuel Huapi Lake: On this tour we will enjoy the beautiful road that surrounds the Nahuel Huapi Lake on
the way to the Villa La Angostura, a very peaceful corner of Quetrihué’s Peninsula. From there on, start a highly interesting circuit:
“The seven lakes circuit”. You will drive through a beautiful forest and rocky hills and will be surprised by the Correntoso, Espejo,
Villarino and Machónico lakes. Finally, from Catrites you will be able to admire the beauty of the Lacar Lake and of San Martin de los
Andes. In the afternoon return to your hotel.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel. (BB/D)
DAY 06 BARILOCHE / PUERTO VARAS
09:00 Depart to Puerto Varas by the “Cruce Andino” program, using a combination of water and land travel through the Andes and
lakes belonging to Argentina and Chile.
19:30 Arrival in Puerto Varas and transfer to GRAN COLONOS DEL SUR hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 07 PUERTO VARAS / PUERTO MONTT / SANTIAGO
09:00 Morning city tour of Puerto Montt & Puerto Varas. Afternoon at leisure. Then transfer to the airport to take the flight to
Santiago. Evening arrival and transfer to SANTIAGO ATTON DEL BOSQUE hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 08 SANTIAGO / VALPARAISO / SANTIAGO
Full day visit to Valparaiso & Vina del Mar. Evening return to Santiago to have a panoramic visit of the city.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 09 SANTIAGO / LIMA
Very early transfer to the airport to take the flight to Lima
Around 09:30 am, arrival and city tour starting at the airport. The visit includes the Cathedral, San Francisco convent and Larco
Museum. Also a panoramic view of the districts San Isidro and Miraflores. At the end, transfer to CASA ANDINA SELECT hotel or
similar. Afternoon at leisure.
Overnight. (B)
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DAY 10 LIMA / PUERTO MALDONADO (Buffet breakfast)
Early transfer to the airport to take the flight to Puerto Maldonado. Around miday, arrival and transfer to the deck to embark
towards
RESERVA AMAZONICA or similar lodge. The vegetation changes from colonized deforested areas to virgin rainforest. First
excursions during the afternoon
Overnight. BB/L/D
DAY 11 PUERTO MALDONADO
All day excursions around the forest.
Overnight. (BB/L/D)
DAY 12 PUERTO MALDONADO / CUSCO/ URUBAMBA
Transfer to the airport to take the flight to Cusco. Arrival to Cusco around 13:00. Transfer to INKALLPA hotel or similar in the
Sacred
Valley.
En route, stop to visit Ollantaytambo, a fortress built during the Inca Empire, excellent sample of military architecture.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 13 URUBAMBA / MACHU PICCHU / URUBAMBA
Early transfer to Ollanta station. Departure of Vistadome train and arrival around 0930am to Aguas Calientes. Guided visit of
the Inca
citadel of Machu Picchu. Lunch at a local restaurant in Aguas Calientes. Late afternoon, return to Ollanta station by Vistadome
train
Transfer INKALLPA hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB/L)
DAY 14 URUBAMBA / JULIACA / PUNO
Early return to Cusco to visit the surrounding ruins: Sacsayhuaman, Kenko, Pucapucara & Tambomachay. The city tour includes as
well the visit to the Cathedral and the Koricancha temple
In the afternoon, transfer to the airport to take the flight to Juliaca. Arrival and transfer to CASA ANDINA PRIVATE COLLECTION
hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 15 PUNO / JULIACA / LIMA
Morning excursion to the floating islands of the Uros. After 3 hours, return to Puno. Time at leisure. In the afternoon, transfer to
the
airport to take the flight back to Lima
Arrival and transfer to CASA ANDINA SELECT hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 16 LIMA / IGUAZU
In the morning transfer to the airport to take flight to Iguazú. In the afternoon, arrival and transfer to SAINT GEORGE hotel or
similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 17 IGUAZU
Full day excursion to Cataratas del Iguazú (Argentinean side). The Garganta del Diablo (Devil’s Throat) is the most impressive
of all
the falls, and marks the border between Argentina and Brazil. The Argentinian access is facilitated by the Tren Ecológico de la
Selva
(Rainforest Ecological Train), which brings visitors to different walkways.
The excursion called “La Gran Aventura” is also included. The navigation of half and hour all around the waters of the falls).
Return
to the hotel
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 18 IGUAZU / RIO DE JANEIRO
In the morning, half day tour to Brazilian falls to enjoy a panoramic view of the Falls during a walking tour through the passages that
connect the different observation points.
Around miday, transfer to the airport to take flight to Rio de Janeiro.
Arrival and transfer to WINDSOR COPA hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 19 RIO DE JANEIRO / SAO PAULO
08:00 Visit to Sugar Loaf (cable car included) & Downtown. After 3 hours, start of the tour to Corcovado, from where it is possible to
admire the most famous icon of the city, a white Christ on the top of mount Corcovado.
Around 17:30, transfer to the airport to take flight to Sao Paulo. Arrival and connection with international flight. (BB)
NOTES:
Hotels are referential.
Services hours will be reconfirm at the arrival of the passenger.
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SOUTH AMERICA EXPRESS
DAY 01 BUENOS AIRES					
Arrival and transfer to your hotel.
Overnight.
DAY 02 BUENOS AIRES 					
09:00
City tour through Buenos Aires, visiting Plaza de Mayo, Casa Rosada, the Metropolitan Cathedral, and the Cabildo. Then you will
arrive to La Boca neighborhood to walk around Caminito Street and see how the first immigrants who arrived in Buenos Aires used to live.
Little stop for lunch (on your own).
19:00
Transfer to La Ventana restaurant or similar for a dinner with tango show.
Return to the hotel
Overnight. (BB/D)
DAY 03 BUENOS AIRES 				
09:00
Excursion to the Delta del Tigre: a few minutes from downtown, an incredible landscape. A wonderful drive out of the city through
the northern residential districts, along some of the most elegant areas in the outskirts: Vicente Lopez, Olivos, where the President’s Residence is located, Acassuso, La Lucila and especially San Isidro with its splendid gothic Cathedral. Continue to Tigre Station to continue the
tour a typical motorboat along the Parana River Delta surrounded by exuberant vegetation. Afternoon at leisure.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 04 BUENOS AIRES / LIMA					
Very early transfer to the airport to take the flight to Lima
Upon arrival, city tour in Lima. The visit includes the Cathedral, San Francisco convent and Larco Museum. Also a panoramic view of the
districts San Isidro and Miraflores. At the end, transfer to your hotel. Afternoon at leisure.
Overnight. (B)
DAY 05 LIMA / CUSCO/ URUBAMBA
Transfer to the airport to take the flight to Cusco. Arrival to Cusco around 13:00. Transfer to your hotel in the Sacred Valley.
En route, stop to visit Ollantaytambo, a fortress built during the Inca Empire, excellent sample of military architecture.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 06 URUBAMBA / MACHU PICCHU / URUBAMBA
Early transfer to Ollanta station. Departure of Vistadome train and arrival around 0930am to Aguas Calientes. Guided visit of the Inca citadel of Machu Picchu. Lunch at a local restaurant in Aguas Calientes. Late afternoon, return to Ollanta station by Vistadome train
Overnight. (BB/L)
DAY 07 URUBAMBA / CUSCO / LIMA
Early return to Cusco to visit the surrounding ruins: Sacsayhuaman, Kenko, Pucapucara & Tambomachay. The city tour includes as well the
visit to the Cathedral and the Koricancha temple
Afternoon flight back to Lima. Arrival and transfer to your hotel.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 08 LIMA / IGUAZU					
In the morning transfer to the airport to take flight to Iguazú. In the afternoon, arrival and transfer to SAINT GEORGE hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 09 IGUAZU 					
Full day excursion to Cataratas del Iguazú (Argentinean side). The Garganta del Diablo (Devil’s Throat) is the most impressive of all the
falls, and marks the border between Argentina and Brazil. The Argentinian access is facilitated by the Tren Ecológico de la Selva (Rainforest Ecological Train), which brings visitors to different walkways.
The excursion called “La Gran Aventura” is also included. The navigation of half and hour all around the waters of the falls). Return to the
hotel
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 10 IGUAZU / RIO DE JANEIRO				
In the morning, half-day tour to Brazilian falls to enjoy a panoramic view of the Falls during a walking tour through the passages that connect the different observation points.
Around midday, transfer to the airport to take flight to Rio de Janeiro.
Arrival and transfer to your hotel or similar.
Overnight. (BB)
DAY 11 RIO DE JANEIRO		
08:00 Visit to Sugar Loaf (cable car included) & Downtown. After 3 hours, start of the tour to Corcovado, from where it is possible to admire
the most famous icon of the city, a white Christ on the top of mount Corcovado.
In the afternoon, transfer to the airport and connection with international flight. (BB)
NOTES:
Services hours will be reconfirm at the arrival of the passenger.
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